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PREFACE

The future of work is an ever-present concern for workers in a

globalised economy characterised by footloose finance, fickle

supply chains and above all ‘flexible’ labour markets. Fewer

and fewer workers enjoy regular labour contracts—with asso-

ciated social entitlements—and risk is increasingly being

displaced on to labour by the rise of short-term and zero-

hours employment and notional self-employment at the

behest of platform contractors.

These changes have been advanced as having a purely

economic logic—replacing the ‘dead hand’ of the state with

the ‘invisible hand’ of the market. Yet what has really been at

stake is a decades-long shift in the balance of social and polit-

ical power towards capital, reversing the gains for labour in

western Europe and north America deriving from the

postwar settlement.

This steady erosion of worker security has been critically

facilitated by the rise of digital technologies. These have

allowed capital to reorganise labour on a scale never imag-



ined by Frederick Taylor or Henry Ford—to make it merely

another ‘just-in-time’ commodity to use up in the production

process.

Yet this is a double-edged sword: ‘informational’ or ‘cogni-

tive’ capitalism relies on the knowledge inside the heads of

today’s ‘labour aristocracy’ of analysts, gleaned through

public education rather than the tutelage of firm apprentice-

ships. Demands for greater control at work and even owner-

ship are likely to rise accordingly. As is the right to do work

that is socially useful—which is for the public good and at

minimum does not generate ‘negative externalities’, such as

contributing to climate breakdown or biodiversity collapse.

Were the pattern of recent decades to be sustained, a dystopia

would hove into view of workers under ever-more tight

monitoring and surveillance, with an intensified labour

process, depressed incomes and no freedom from work

demands even away from the workplace. Alternatively,

however, the huge rise in productivity associated with digi-

talisation could be captured by empowered labour and used

to seek shorter working time, greater flexibility from a work-

er’s point of view, more freedom to work from home, a better

work-life balance, a genuine sharing of domestic labour and

proper valuation of workers in socialised care.

vi PREFACE
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THE INFRASTRUCTURAL POWER OF
PLATFORM CAPITALISM

FUNDA USTEK-SPILDA, FABIAN FERRARI, MATT

COLE, PABLO AGUERA RENESES AND MARK

GRAHAM

A new ecosystem of digital labour platforms has emerged

over the past decade—transforming the very infrastructures

of capitalism. The growth of platforms represents a double

movement, whereby certain platforms, in key areas such as

logistics, food delivery and mobility, are becoming so perva-

sive and central to the functioning of economies and

everyday lives that they are becoming not just corporate

behemoths but infrastructures themselves.

In this new system, the platform business model dominates

not only how production is organised but also how it is

distributed and valued. In this process, platforms also begin

to push other, more traditional infrastructures to adopt their

business model, as profit possibilities and margins as well as

the efficiency of other systems are called into question. The

pandemic especially sped up this process, with a rapid plat-

form-isation of work in a range of sectors, from finance to

hospitality, as the space and scope for other labour-market



structures diminished or became impossible to sustain under

lockdowns.

In short, platforms now shape labour markets around the

world—and there is no going back.

Financial hinterlands

Despite its infrastructural role, platform technology is ‘neither

good nor bad; nor is it neutral’, as Melvin Kranzberg put it.

Technologies come with their own hinterlands, carrying the

biases, fallacies and stereotypes of those who designed them.

They are also situated in, and reflect the logics of, the organi-

sations and institutions—the political and economic struc-

tures—in which they are embedded.

Yet some of these hinterlands are treated as less problematic

than others. While the data hungriness of platforms is well-

known, where this hunger stems from is not. While the role of

algorithms in shaping and obscuring metrics and processes

such as price-setting, remuneration and commission rates is

widely acknowledged, the global flow of finance—including

venture capital, ‘angel’ investments, national pension funds,

hedge funds and so on—supporting these platforms to

develop these technologies is less so.

This neglect of attention to the financial hinterlands has

important political consequences: it restricts the field of crit-

ical thought and social action needed to tame the infrastruc-

tural power of digital labour platforms. A focus on capital

flows also highlights the power imbalance between those
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who establish, finance and run these platforms and those who

work for them or consume their services.

Proposition 22

Contemporary political and legal disputes highlight the

increasing financial dominance of platforms in shaping public

opinion and their subsequent influence on regulation. The

recent success of platforms with Proposition 22 in California

is indicative of their pivotal role in lobbying and campaigning

to exert influence and make space for themselves in regula-

tion, while establishing themselves in the eyes of funders and

customers.

Prop 22 was a ballot measure exempting platform companies

from AB5, a labour law passed by the state assembly last year

which would have extended labour protections to platform

workers. What distinguished this proposition from others

was just how much platforms spent to make their case and

the pervasive marketing tactics they used to ensure a

favourable outcome.

A coalition of gig-economy platforms, including Uber and

Lyft, spent more than $200 million promoting their campaign

—the largest sum spent on a ballot in United States history—

while labour advocates raised barely a tenth (although $20

million was in itself not an insubstantial amount). The day

Prop 22 passed, Uber and Lyft shares rose by 18 and 22 per

cent respectively, adding $13 billion to their combined market

value.

THE INFRASTRUCTURAL POWER OF PLATFORM CAPITALISM 3



Interests of capital

Platforms have been effective in pressuring regulators across

the board to develop legislation favourable to their business

strategy, at the cost of workers’ rights. How can we push for

fair platform work, if public discourses around it are shaped

by the interests of capital as a force majeure?

Our research on platform work around the world shows that

asymmetries between labour and capital do not always play

out in the same way. In some cases, platforms adopt other

strategies than the blatant misclassification—of workers as

‘independent contractors’—they pushed for in California. In

Germany, for example, Uber had to adapt its strategy and

instead subcontracted with private transport intermediaries,

which in turn employed drivers. These subcontracted

employment arrangements can be extremely precarious for

workers, with several drivers earning below the minimum

wage, and others expressing uncertainty about whether they

would be insured by the platform if they got into an accident.

Our fieldwork in South Africa and India echoes these find-

ings, suggesting that platforms intersect with regional

contexts in unique ways, avoiding, evading and circum-

venting regulatory frameworks and the unionisation efforts

of workers. It is therefore paramount to challenge these

exploitative logics beyond the realm of labour law.

Points of leverage

There are many points of social, political and regulatory

leverage to move towards a fairer future for platform work.
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The platform co-operative movement shows promise, though

worker-owned platforms are unlikely to outcompete multina-

tionals, in terms of market share and financial resources—

given how current funding structures supporting platforms

favour market disruption and unfettered expansion, rather

than labour rights.

Sanjukta Paul, professor of Law at Wayne State University,

argues that there is an antitrust case to be made for platform-

worker rights. The aim would be to reallocate co-ordination

rights ‘toward the smaller players and away from the domi-

nant ones’, so that ‘a municipality could run the app and

publicly coordinate the market, taking into account public

interest’.

Looking to the bigger picture, Francesca Bria and Evgeny

Morozov contend that the dominance of venture-capital-

backed, proprietary platform technology in directing and

redirecting economic processes urges us fundamentally to

rethink and recreate digital infrastructure as a public good.

Without significant state investment and engagement on

national and regional levels, however, such ideas remain

well-meaning abstractions and endeavours. As platforms

become infrastructural, they begin to serve an increasingly

public function—yet without the public accountability to

challenge their fundamentally undemocratic governance and

ownership structures.

With financial markets rewarding platforms for successfully

evading labour-law responsibilities, the stakes for reshaping

the trajectories of platform capitalism are higher than ever.

Without a matching social and political challenge, it will be
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impossible to avoid a future of work where a race to the

bottom is the only option.

Funda Ustek-Spilda is a post-doctoral researcher and project

manager at the Fairwork Foundation, Oxford Internet Insti-

tute, University of Oxford.

Pablo Aguera Reneses is a research assistant at the founda-

tion, working on communications and outreach and

contributing to research on the gig economy.

Fabian Ferrari is a doctoral student at the University of

Oxford and a researcher on the Fairwork project.

Matthew Cole is a postdoctoral research fellow working on

the project, helping lead various parts of it in different coun-

tries and strategising how to institutionalise Fairwork princi-

ples throughout the platform economy.

Mark Graham is professor of internet geography at the

Oxford Internet Institute and director of the Fairwork

Foundation.
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2

THE MANY WORLDS OF WORK IN THE
4.0 ERA

WERNER EICHHORST

In the 2010s, the academic and political debate about the

future of work was dominated by discussion of technological

change and imminent and potentially ever-more-profound

effects of digitalisation—in particular, closer interaction

between digital technology and work processes and the issue

of what work then remained for humans. Over the years,

many of us got used to the expectation of change in the struc-

ture of the economy and jobs available, with some fear of a

disruption which would put major segments of employment

at risk.

Yet, including through actual observation, broad agreement

emerged that digital technologies would likely not bring

human work close to extinction. There would be risks in some

occupations and sectors but also potential for new jobs and

work enhancement in occupations that were complementary

to the technology rather than substitutable by it.

New occupational profiles and more options for participation

and autonomy would thus emerge, fundamentally changing



how work was performed. With a view to the digital transi-

tion, the main challenge became to identify changes in human

work which would make it more resilient (and potentially

more attractive, in terms of quality), mobilising these comple-

mentarities with technological solutions.

Large differences

While this is a valid overview, there are large differences

among segments of employment. There is structural pressure

on the medium segment within many administrative and

manufacturing jobs. Although particularly large and well-

protected institutionally in many European countries, relative

to others, it tends to be characterised by above-average

routine and therefore potentially automatable tasks.

To avoid long-term decline and job devaluation, this segment

thus depends on an upgrading strategy. The strong institu-

tional framework regarding collective bargaining and firm-

level articulation and typically standard employment

however facilitates skill adaptation and new models of nego-

tiated flexibility, while still requiring innovative ideas.

The situation is different in private services, which have

grown as demand has switched, that are interactive, manual,

local and therefore hard to automate, while labour is not

scarce. These sectors, while less at risk of substitution, tend to

be much less integrated into collective bargaining, so there is

a stronger role for governmental intervention. This could

comprise a minimum wage or restrictions on temporary

agency work or on legal grey zones regarding vulnerable self-
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employment but also enhanced training via supportive public

policies.

At the other end of the spectrum, more highly skilled workers

are in an advantageous position due to the dominance of non-

automatable tasks—even with the technological frontier

moving—but they still have individual capacities to cope and

adapt to change over time. These analytical, interactive, creative

jobs have been growing continuously, creating more alterna-

tives for workers with relevant skills, but also bringing gains in

average income (not always high income) and job quality, in

exchange for demanding requirements and work intensity.

It is no coincidence that claims among such workers for

greater autonomy and new modes of work have gained a lot

of attention. Many work in standard employment relation-

ships, with additional benefits and higher autonomy perhaps,

but also with less collective co-determination, their working

conditions depending more on the individual power to nego-

tiate. The situation is more standardised in public-sector jobs,

such as in health or education, yet much more diverse with

respect to the self-employed, who betray still higher degrees

of freedom, adaptability to market changes and autonomy

but also economic vulnerabilities.

Inequalities and frailties

Covid-19 has brought old and new inequalities and frailties to

the fore. The pandemic appears more disruptive than techno-

logical change experienced as evolutionary, while this unex-

pected shock is having a profound impact on some sectors
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and occupations that were long-term job-creating engines. It

thus interacts with longstanding patterns of technological

development, questioning some trends but also highlighting

the need to address chronic weaknesses.

This holds in particular for sectors with high shares of the

self-employed, such as creative and cultural activities. There

we had seen a robust expansion, due to largely automation-

proof tasks, but also diverse incomes and patchy social

protection, at best, with marginal integration into the welfare

state. These highly visible and articulate sectors now have to

rely on ad hoc measures providing more or less well-designed

support for small businesses and freelances.

Many other professionals who work in regular, dependent

employment have moved towards working remotely,

including from home, but their jobs are otherwise quite

resilient in terms of employment and income stability. Here,

both for firms and for workers, digital technologies have been

the main tool to ensure business continuity.

Short-time work

Again, the situation looks different in the medium segment

referred to earlier. To the extent that there was a temporary

demand shock, short-time work was deployed heavily to

stabilise jobs and incomes for those unable to work from

home, trying to avoid dismissals or at least postpone them

(for the time being) for the core workforce. This is particularly

relevant where skills are specific and where a return to

existing jobs is perceived as a valid option.
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This might not hold in all cases, however—in particular if the

temporary decline morphs into long-term changes in

demand, markets and technologies. In such cases, short-time

work will not be sufficient, as is already the case with those

workers who are less attached to individual employers due to

more replaceable skills and non-standard work arrangements.

Here, we have seen a stabilisation effort through unemploy-

ment insurance and minimum-income support, with access to

benefits eased and their generosity increased in the initial

phase of the crisis.

Jobs in some sectors which had been perceived as relatively

resilient to automation, such as in leisure and travel, might

suffer from long-term decline. Other sectors are however

being recognised as essential, with growing demand—

including health and education but also food and delivery,

where a revaluation of roles can be observed.

Unequal consequences

Both digitalisation and the pandemic have differential conse-

quences for sectors and occupations. Policy should thus

reduce unequal access to social protection while lowering

barriers to adaptation, so that transitions to better and more

resilient work are facilitated.

Social protection is important for those at risk of losing their

job or undergoing longer phases of short-time work. This

holds not only for dependent employees but also for many

self-employed. It does not suffice to refer them to minimum-

income support or voluntary types of unemployment

insurance.
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A forward-looking policy would be to design unemployment

insurance that also works for the specific situation of the self-

employed. More status-neutral social policies that do not

exclude certain categories of workers and allow for a combi-

nation of different types of contracts would also help create a

less segmented labour market.

Moreover, while employment protection and short-time work

schemes stabilise jobs, we need to find better solutions to

strengthen the adaptability of firms and workers when old

job profiles and business models no longer work—as appears

to be the case in the automotive, events and tourism indus-

tries—by updating skills on the job or preparing positive

transitions to new roles. The latter may be in different occupa-

tions or sectors which have a positive outlook in terms of job

quantity and quality.

For the foreseeable future, we need timely mobility from

declining industries and firms to areas with stronger and

more robust labour demand. This requires a regular assess-

ment of skills in supply and those in demand and an early

identification of feasible transition pathways that work for

individuals, broadening access to adult learning—way

beyond individuals with strong capacities to cope with

change or those enjoying training provided by their

employer. This needs to be as universal as social protection.

Many of these solutions have been longstanding policy prior-

ities, indeed heavily debated, yet not fully adopted and

implemented. The digital transition and the pandemic

however create an urgency to reduce barriers in terms of
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qualification and employment type, calling for more status-

neutral regulation, training and social policies.

Werner Eichhorst is a research team leader at the Institute of

Labor Economics IZA and an honorary professor at Bremen

University, focused on comparative analysis of labour-market

institutions and performance, as well as the political economy

of labour-market reform.
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NEW FORMS OF EMPLOYMENT IN
EUROPE—HOW NEW IS NEW?

IRENE MANDL

The last decade has seen much public and policy debate on

the future of work. Standard employment—permanent, full-

time and subject to labour law—is still dominant in Europe

and non-standard work, with the exception of part-time

work, has been growing only to a rather limited extent. But it

is more and more acknowledged that something is happening

on the European labour market which is not transparent from

the data, that this is of increasing importance and that it is

influencing the quality of work and employment.

To probe further, in 2013-14 the European Foundation for the

Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Eurofound)

conducted a mapping of ‘new forms of employment’ across

the European Union and Norway. It identified nine trends,

emerging or of growing importance since about 2000, on the

European labour market. These related to formal relation-

ships between employers and employees different from the

established one-to-one employment relationship, uncommon

work patters or work organisation (notably related to time



and place of work), networking and co-operation among the

self-employed, or some combination of these.

The employment form most often identified as new or

increasingly important by then was ICT-based mobile work.

Here an employee or a self-employed person works from

various locations outside the traditional workplace—less

place-bound than traditional teleworking and indeed

working ‘anytime, anywhere’.

While this trend can be attributed to digitalisation as well as

societal change, the second biggest trend—casual work—is

rather driven by economic requirements of employers. In this

employment form, the employer is not obliged to provide the

worker with regular work but can call them in on demand,

resulting in an unstable and discontinuous work situation for

the employee.

Rising platforms

As the European labour market is in flux, in 2020 Eurofound

repeated its mapping exercise, this time to explore how

prevalent the nine previously new forms of employment had

become. ICT-based mobile work, identified by about 60 per

cent of the analysed countries as new in 2013-14, now exists

in all countries. Casual work, previously found to be new in

about 44 per cent of the analysed states, is now prevalent in

about 86 per cent.

Some caution is called for when comparing the two

mapping exercises due to the different underlying ques-

tions (whether an employment form was new since about
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2000 versus  whether it existed in the country in 2020) and

slight differences in coverage (Estonia and Malta did not

take part in the earlier survey). But the substantial

furtherance of all nine trends justifies the claim that new

forms of employment are of increasing importance in

Europe. Particularly striking is the rise in platform work,

which was new in about 40 per cent of the countries in

2013-14 but exists now in over 95 per cent of them

(Figure 1).

Figure 1: New forms of employment in Europe,

identified as ‘new’ in 2013-14 versus prevalent in

2020 (number of countries) Sources: Eurofound

2015, 2020

The new employment forms are not only becoming more

prevalent across Europe. They also contribute to greater

diversity on the labour market within countries.

While in 2013-14 on average three new employment forms

had been identified in the analysed states, in 2020 this was

true of six on average. In 2013-14, less than 20 per cent of the

analysed countries identified six or more employment forms
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as new; in 2020 however, almost 80 per cent found six or more

to be prevalent (Figure 2).

Figure 2: New forms of employment in Europe,

identified as ‘new’ in 2013-14 versus prevalent in

2020 (number of employment forms) Sources:

Eurofound 2015, 2020

While discussions on the future of work and new forms of

employment continue, the elephant in the room is the lack of

(harmonised) concepts and definitions, which would be an

important precondition for establishing regulatory frame-

works and generating policy intelligence such as statistical

data. Better understanding these not-so-new-anymore trends

is probably even more important today than it was a while

ago. They are not only part of the more structural ‘twin tran-

sition’ to the digital age and a carbon-neutral economy, but

also a factor to be considered in the era of Covid-19.

Digitally-enabled new forms of employment could play an

important role in the recovery, as might those found to be

related to more resilient business models (for example,

worker co-operatives) or contributing to a win-win situation
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for employers and employees alike, including in economi-

cally difficult times (such as employee-sharing). At the same

time, some of the new employment forms (casual work or

some types of platform work) identified as less advantageous

for workers might surge due to lack of alternatives on the

labour market in the crisis situation, rendering already

precarious workers even more vulnerable.

Nuanced approach

Policy-makers should focus on balancing flexibility with the

retention of employment standards and workers’ protection.

This requires a nuanced approach: tailor-made interventions

should tackle the specific opportunities and challenges

inherent in individual employment forms, rather than

applying a ‘one-size-fits-all’ stance across the diversity of new

forms of employment.

In casual work, voucher-based work, platform work and

collaborative employment, employment status should be clar-

ified and sustainable career trajectories ensured, to avoid

labour-market segmentation and to support collective voice.

In the digitally-enabled new employment forms, the focus

could be on monitoring and control, algorithmic management

and data ownership, protection and use.

Ensuring adequate working time would be key in those new

forms of employment where working hours tend to be too

long or too short or characterised by unpredictability.

Workers in employment forms subject to less integration in

organisational structures could meanwhile be supported in

skills development to enhance their employability. Finally,
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transversal and entrepreneurial skills could be improved and

good-quality self-employment fostered in new forms of

employment in Europe characterised by high self-organ-

isation.

Irene Mandl is from Austria where she worked in policy-

oriented socio-economic research in the field of employ-

ment/labour markets as well as entrepreneurship and

industry analysis before joining Eurofound as research

manager.
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4

TELEWORK AND THE ‘RIGHT TO
DISCONNECT’

OSCAR VARGAS LLAVE AND TINA WEBER

The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the way we live and

work in unprecedented ways. According to the second Euro-

found ‘Living, Working and Covid-19’ survey, in July 34 per

cent of respondents were solely working from home.

Telework can offer greater flexibility and autonomy in work

organisation, enhancing efficiency and productivity. It can

contribute to a better balance between work, family life and

leisure time and cut commuting.

But telework can also blur the boundaries between work and

private life, by making workers reachable by phone, e-mail or

instant messages outside of normal working hours. This

‘always on’ culture may be aggravated by organisational

cultures characterised by heavy workloads and overtime,

resulting in long working hours. Moreover, remote working

may bring monitoring systems which invade privacy and

liberty.



Working from home during the pandemic has led many to

extend their working days late into the evening, and to the

weekend. Eurofound research has shown that intensive tele-

working, a work-life balance conflict, longer working hours

and insufficient rest were quite common among employees

working remotely and flexibly with information and commu-

nication technologies (ICT).

Workers in such arrangements are also more likely to report

suffering from health-related problems, such as work-related

stress and sleep disorders. So can ICT-enabled flexible work

be better framed, to improve the protection of workers, while

maintaining the benefits of flexibility for individuals and

companies?

Legislation

This is the background to the debate around the ‘right to

disconnect’. Yet to be formally conceptualised, it can be

described as the right of workers to switch off their devices

after work—without facing consequences for not replying to

e-mails, calls or messages.

Only France, Belgium, Italy and Spain have legislated for a

right to disconnect. They do not prescribe how it should be

operationalised and rely on social dialogue, at sectoral and

company level, to determine the modalities of implementa-

tion. And there are differences in the scope of legislation and

the existence of a fall-back option (such as a charter elabo-

rated by employers), should negotiations fail to reach an

agreement. In the Netherlands and Portugal, legislative

proposals have been made but the process is stalling.
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In eight countries (Germany, Finland, Ireland, Luxembourg,

Lithuania, Malta, Sweden and Slovenia), a more or less inten-

sive debate is taking place on the right to disconnect, with

discussions being most advanced in Germany, Malta and

Ireland; in some the debate has re-emerged in the context of

the pandemic.

In the remaining 13 member states of the European Union

there is no debate on legislation. Existing legislation is

perceived to be sufficient, ICT-based flexible work is not

widespread—as in most east-European countries—or collec-

tive bargaining is preferred when it comes to improving

work-life balance, as in Scandinavian countries.

Right to disconnect and national legislation in the

27 member states. Source: contributions by the

Network of Eurofound Correspondents and

European Commission
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Hard and soft measures

The right to disconnect is being operationalised through a

variety of hard and soft measures, determined primarily via

company-level agreements. Hard disconnection tends to

entail connectivity shutdowns after a pre-defined hour or the

blocking of incoming messages—akin to a ‘right to be discon-

nected’. Softer measures include pop-up messages reminding

workers (and/or clients) that there is no requirement to reply

to emails out of hours. The latter are often accompanied by

training on the importance of achieving a good work-life

balance.

While different approaches provide the flexibility to tailor

solutions to the company, the implications and impact also

differ. A ‘right to be disconnected’ can be more effective and it

places the onus on the employer, but it may limit flexibility

for both employers and workers. A ‘softer’ approach, based

on the ‘right to disconnect’, however requires employees to

make a decision—which they may be reluctant to do if

perceived as betraying lack of ambition, with potentially

negative career implications.

While evaluations of the impact of right-to-disconnect legisla-

tion on work-life balance and health and safety are not to

hand, there is evidence of a boost to collective bargaining,

resulting in more agreements at sectoral and company levels.

Notwithstanding the national differences, there is a relatively

broad consensus among social partners that the modalities of

connection and disconnection, as well as the organisation of

working time in remote working, have to be determined and

agreed, at least, through social dialogue at company (or/and
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sectoral) level, to ensure they are adapted to specific needs. It

is however recognised that in member states with low unioni-

sation and attenuated collective bargaining such an approach

could entail an unequal playing-field.

EU directive

In a resolution adopted on December 1st, the Employment

Committee of the European Parliament said member states

had to ensure that workers were able to exercise the right to

disconnect effectively, including by means of collective agree-

ments. Adding that this was vital to protect workers’ health,

the committee called on the European Commission to

propose a directive enshrining the right. This non-legislative

resolution is expected to be voted on in a plenary session in

January 2021. Once endorsed by the parliament, it would be

advanced to the commission and member states for imple-

mentation as part of future regulatory decisions.

Given that the pandemic has sparked a new debate in many

countries about extending flexible working (including tele-

working) to more workers, it is likely that discussions on the

right to disconnect will also become more pressing as the

‘new normal’ of working life unfolds. Although some rele-

vant legislation is in place at European and national level,

data gathered by Eurofound show that the issues linked to

constant connectivity persist.

Even in the absence of any evaluation, what is clear is that in

countries with legislation on the issue, the number of collec-

tive agreements reached and actions taken at company level

have increased. This demonstrates not only the important role
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of social partners but also that legislation can provide an

impetus for the issue to be tackled, while still open to adapta-

tion to specific requirements at company level.

Oscar Vargas Llave is a research officer in the working life

unit of Eurofound.

Tina Weber is research manager at Eurofound.
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5

ENSURING TRADE UNIONS HAVE A SAY
IN THE TRANSFORMATION OF WORK

RICHARD POND AND JAN WILLEM GOUDRIAAN

Recently, public-service unions in Spain signed a major new

agreement on telework, covering 2.5 million public-sector

employees. The agreement shows how trade unions can

negotiate effectively to establish new rights for workers and

even guarantees on the delivery of services to citizens.

The unions were responding to the explosion of telework

across public administration, as a result of the Covid-19

pandemic, and they wanted to ensure that the short-term,

emergency changes to working practices were properly regu-

lated for the long term. The agreement says that telework

should be voluntary, reversible and subject to health-and-

safety requirements, equality, transparency and objectivity. It

also provides for the ‘right to disconnect’, data protection and

the right to privacy.

Telework is, of course, a familiar and longstanding part of the

transformation of work, driven by digital tools, and more

fundamental changes are in prospect as public services adopt

new processes and exploit further the potential of artificial



intelligence. While there are concerns about the implications

for workers, unions are also aware of the possible benefits of

digitalisation.

Major moves

In a survey of affiliates of the EPSU (the European Federation

of Public Service Unions) involved in tax administration—

where there have been major moves over several years to

digitalise key processes—13 trade unions from 10 countries

agreed with the assessment that digitalisation had helped

improve job quality, with only seven disagreeing. However,

most (19 out of 21) also agreed that digitalisation was often

introduced as part of a cost-cutting strategy.

EPSU has been keen to understand what is happening across

its sectors and in 2017 it commissioned a report by the

research organisation OSE (the European Social Observatory)

on the impact of digitalisation in public administration (pub-

lic-employment services) and social services (home care),

based on focus groups of workers in France, Spain and the

United Kingdom. It revealed positive outcomes in terms of

better work organisation and time management, improved

communications and reduced commuting and travel time.

Workers also however raised concerns about the increased

pace and intensification of work, more monitoring and

surveillance by employers and inadequate training.

The report indicated the very limited extent to which digitali-

sation was effectively regulated by collective bargaining or

social dialogue—or indeed subject to proper processes of

information and consultation. This finding was reflected more
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recently in a survey of managerial and technical workers in

the UK civil service. The survey, for the EPSU affiliate

Prospect, found that 73 per cent of workers were not very

confident or not confident at all that their employer would

involve them in decisions about how new technology was

implemented.

Inclusive strategy

This question was fundamental to a 2017 agreement in

Norwegian local government, signed by the Fagforbundet

trade union, the Norwegian Ministry of Local Government

and Modernisation and the Norwegian Association of Local

and Regional Authorities. The aim was to shape an inclusive

strategy for the digitalisation of public services and it

committed the parties to social dialogue and active worker

participation in shaping the transformation.

The agreement stressed the need to involve worker represen-

tatives and employees in the process—examples from health-

care showed how shop stewards could be involved in joint

committees on digitalisation. Employees were also encour-

aged to engage individually, with some becoming ‘digital

agents’, testing and deciding on the introduction of new

digital tools.

Three years on, a report on a project involving 70 municipali-

ties draws positive conclusions in relation to the involvement

of employees and shop stewards. Indeed in some cases

change has extended beyond digitalisation to the broader

relationship between municipal employers and worker repre-

sentatives.
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With the financial support of the European Commission,

EPSU has been running a project on collective bargaining and

digitalisation. A survey of participants in its first four semi-

nars revealed that 58 per cent thought digitalisation had been

implemented in a unilateral way by employers, with only 33

per cent saying there had been any information and consulta-

tion; only 8 per cent had been involved in any negotiations.

So there is still a long way to go before even most EPSU affili-

ates are able to ensure they have a role in regulating digital-

isation.

Spurious grounds

Information, consultation and negotiation have also been

central to discussions between European employers and trade

unions, led by EPSU, in central government. The partners

concluded an agreement on information and consultation

rights on restructuring in 2015 and wanted it to become

generally binding, via a European directive. This would have

plugged a gap in the existing directive on those rights.

The commission however intervened and refused this on

spurious grounds, leaving EPSU no choice but to seek annul-

ment of the decision. The case (T310/18) is now in front of the

European Court of Justice, following an appeal.

The employers and unions continued their discussions in a

project on digitalisation and work-life balance. This was

finalised in November 2019, with the approval of a checklist

and series of recommendations, on how to ensure that the

progressive digitalisation of services or processes in govern-

ments improved the work-life balance of employees
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throughout their career. Managers and central government

were also recommended to frame digitalisation in a strong

collective-bargaining culture, based on trust, gender equality

and regular consultation of employees and civil servants and

their trade union representatives.

The European social dialogue in electricity has addressed

this, in a framework of actions agreed earlier this year by

EPSU, industriAll and Eurelectric, the employers’ organisa-

tion. While sharing the view that digitalisation is a chal-

lenging opportunity to boost innovation and promote smart

technologies, both sides see guidelines as essential to address

restructuring in a socially responsible transition. The frame-

work covers training and lifelong learning and strategies to

prevent psycho-social risks—particularly recognising the

importance of the right to disconnect and safeguarding work-

ing-time arrangements and wellbeing at work.

Model agreements

These issues are also being actively tackled at national level

by EPSU affiliates. The Unite trade union in the UK and ver.di

in Germany have drafted model agreements which can form

the basis of negotiations at local, sectoral and national levels.

They underline the need to have information in good time

and for worker involvement throughout. Training, health and

safety and protective measures relating to monitoring and

surveillance are also key.

Earlier this year, ver.di began negotiating a collective agree-

ment on digitalisation with the federal government. Although

delayed by the impact of Covid-19, the bargaining process
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resumed in August with a discussion on the right to training,

with the next round of negotiations set to focus on employ-

ment security. The union underlines that the aim is to ensure

that workers benefit from the opportunities provided by digi-

talisation and new forms of work, while protecting against

the risks.

Digitalisation will continue to be a priority area for EPSU,

including monitoring key national negotiations, and collabo-

rating with our global sister organisation, Public Services

International, on a new publication on collective bargaining

and digitalisation. Further initiatives are also planned—not

least a potential major project in collaboration with the OSE,

looking in detail at the impact of digitalisation on work and

workers in EPSU sectors in eight countries.

While we need to understand better how digitalisation is

affecting our members, it is also fundamental to ensure that

our unions have the rights to information and consultation,

social dialogue and collective bargaining which are crucial to

regulate and control the introduction of new digital tools and

processes.

Richard Pond is policy officer for the EPSU, responsible for

collective bargaining and research.

Jan Willem Goudriaan is general secretary of the EPSU.
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6

GIG-LIFE BALANCE?

AGNIESZKA PIASNA

The way working time is organised has changed profoundly

in recent years. Structural changes in the economy, loosening

of labour standards and decline in trade union strength, as

well as workers’ changing life-courses and preferences, have

fostered more flexible, fragmented and variable work

schedules.

But if working time is being adjusted to maximise staffing

efficiency and achieve a better alignment between working

hours, staffing and workloads—including via zero-hours

contracts or on-call work—it is mostly down to growing pres-

sure to cut costs and increase productivity in new ways.

These management strategies are greatly facilitated by tech-

nological innovation. Computerised systems can now not

only co-ordinate the scheduling of many workers, minimising

human mistakes and avoiding overtime payments. A large

volume of data can also be collected on daily, weekly or

seasonal volatility in customer behaviour, as well as real-time



information on traffic, weather and equipment failures—even

a timestamp of a worker at a particular location.

Great difference

The benefits for employers are plentiful, included enhanced

control with reduced managerial supervision. But these

changes tend to come with a claim that they also benefit

workers—enabling them to achieve a better work-life balance

and plan work around education, childcare or personal

interests.

This view is consolidated by policy-makers accepting such an

association, as in the recent European Union work-life

balance directive. Yet there is a great difference between the

flexibility requested by workers—such as taking time off at

short notice to deal with personal emergencies or temporarily

reducing working hours to manage care work—and the ‘flexi-

bility’ of the just-in-time workforce.

It is highly misleading that such different mechanisms and

logics of organising working time should be lumped together.

Academic literature is more rigorous in distinguishing

employer- and employee-oriented working-time flexibility

but such nuance is all too often lost in the policy discussion.

The assertion that all flexibility is good for workers even led a

former UK work and pensions secretary to categorise

exploitative zero-hours contracts as a work-life balance

policy.
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Weaker position

When the balance of power is in the employer’s favour,

workers have little scope for turning flexibility in working

time to their advantage. Their weaker position derives from

various factors—notably financial necessity or a perceived

lack of labour-market alternatives, whether due to few job

openings with labour oversupply or a lack of sought-after

skills.

Hourly workers who in theory might choose to decline job

assignments or shifts in reality risk various sanctions, such as

allocation of less work or less desirable shifts, as well as an

immediate income loss for the declined hours. The redefini-

tion of automated scheduling as conferring ‘flexibility’ has

perversely served to reinforce the employer’s control over

working time.

This is evidenced, for instance, by an app-based automated

scheduling system introduced by the giant retailer Walmart in

the United States. The company claimed the app would give

its workers more control of their time, allowing them to

adjust hours to fit their lifestyle and find a work-life balance.

In allocating hours, however, the system favoured workers

who registered as much availability as possible—thereby

limiting choice as to when not to work and precluding a

genuinely flexible schedule tailored to needs. Workers

expressed concern that even basic preferences, such as to

which part of the day they wanted to work, were not suffi-

ciently taken into account.
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‘Entrepreneurial spirit’

Online labour platforms exemplify technology use in the

management of flexible working hours. Just as with low-level,

hourly jobs in the traditional service sector, most work on

platforms is characterised by uncertain hours, unpredictable

income and low pay. The platforms have however inserted an

aspirational tone in their communication with prospective

workers, associating extreme flexibility with freedom and the

‘entrepreneurial spirit’.

Platform workers could truly take advantage of irregular and

uncertain hours if they were in a position to refuse work and

only work when it suited them. But since platforms matching

clients relies on access to a large pool of readily available

workers—improving efficiency and driving prices down

through their competition—work is scarce and insufficient to

meet all workers’ demands. The figure below illustrates the

scale of this mismatch, between sought-after and available

work, on a food-delivery platform.
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Actual and preferred working hours of Deliveroo

riders in Belgium (2017) Source: ‘Work in the

platform economy: Deliveroo riders in Belgium and

the SMart arrangement’ (ETUI)

As a result of the oversupply of workers, their logging into

the platform does not guarantee work will be available.

Workers thus spend a lot of time unpaid—searching for or

waiting for tasks. And they have little control over the alloca-

tion of hours—often being assigned no shifts or fewer than

those requested.

Moreover, workers who depend on platform earnings as a

main source of income have less freedom in choosing which

clients or tasks to accept or are constrained to work at very

specific times of the day and week to earn enough. They also

commit longer hours to work on a platform, which renders

their involvement closer to a full-time job and leaves limited

scope for exercising any flexibility.

Not surprisingly, workers who expected that platform work

would allow them to plan work around other spheres of life
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—notably education for students—have in practice found

themselves adjusting their private lives to fit around it.

Not all workers are in any case equally equipped to benefit

from very irregular work hours and not all needs for work are

compatible with highly flexible and unpredictable schedules.

We also should not overestimate the desire for flexibility

among workers, even if platforms or employers present it

that way. As the Deliveroo case shows, even among a young

workforce composed largely of students there was a strong

preference to work regular hours, with 42 per cent in favour

and 31 per cent not (the rest undecided).

Collective rights

What can be done then to ensure that work-life balance is

possible in this highly flexible economy?

Informal workplace practices, such as exchanges with

colleagues and negotiations with supervisors, can shift the

balance of power somewhat away from employers, granting

workers more control over their hours. These mechanisms are

however essentially lacking in platform work, as there is no

‘shopfloor’ where such informal practices could develop and

there is no scope for personal discretion in the algorithmic

allocation of work. Moreover, shifting yet another burden and

individual responsibility on to workers in precarious posi-

tions does not seem right or effective.

A way forward is thus extension of collective rights to all

workers—including dependent self-employed and platform

workers—so that they have access to effective channels to
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influence employers’ decisions and negotiate the terms and

conditions of their work. This requires regulatory support.

An important element will now be the EU predictable work

directive. If transposed properly, this could restrict highly

exploitative practices in working-time organisation—and

offer protection against workers who ask for better conditions

being given fewer hours instead.

Agnieszka Piasna is senior researcher in economic, employ-

ment and social policies at the European Trade Union Insti-

tute in Brussels. Her research interests lie in job quality,

labour-market policies and regulation, working time, and

gender issues. She co-ordinates research in the framework of

the ETUI project on contingent and platform work.
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7

AN INTERNATIONAL GOVERNANCE
SYSTEM FOR DIGITAL LABOUR

PLATFORMS

THORBEN ALBRECHT, KOSTAS PAPADAKIS AND

MARIA MEXI

Digital labour platforms have been expanding in recent years

and the Covid 19-pandemic will probably give them another

boost. Even if they do not directly involve most sectors and

workers, moreover, some effects are likely to ‘spill over’ into

more traditional forms of work.

We have seen how temporary agency work, for example,

though engaging only a small share of workers, has put pres-

sure on labour relations far beyond. Labour platforms could

likewise contribute to (further) fragmentation of production

into ‘business units’ across national jurisdictions, eroding

employment relationships and protections.

International regulation of labour platforms thus appears

necessary. This is especially so for cross-border, web-based,

‘crowdwork’ platforms, through which tasks such as coding,

design or bookkeeping are outsourced globally. (At least ride-

hailing or food-delivery platforms are based locally and can

be subject to national regulation.)



The International Labour Organization’s Global Commission

on the Future of Work proposed an international governance

system for digital labour platforms, requiring platforms (and

their clients) to respect certain minimum rights and protec-

tions—on the model of the ILO’s Maritime Labour Conven-

tion for the global shipping industry. Since the commission’s

report, discussion has focused on the possible role of (top-

down) regulation in this industry.

Little consensus

As yet, however, there appears little consensus behind such

an approach within the ILO. At this stage self-regulation,

with cross-border social dialogue (CBSD) at its core, could be

a more realistic option. The flexibility which voluntary social

dialogue offers could fit the evolving nature of this industry

and be a first step towards an ILO standard, if the ILO

constituents so decided. Indeed, it might remain an element

of regulation even once such a standard eventuated.

Inspiration can again be taken from the Maritime Labour

Convention. Seafarers’ working conditions are regulated

through global collective bargaining within the International

Bargaining Forum between the International Transport Work-

ers’ Federation and a Joint Negotiating Group of international

maritime employers.

In the crowdwork platform industry, if organised global

social partners so determined, CBSD could enable all actors in

the crowdwork platform industry to work together to resolve

problems and improve conditions—enhancing incomes and

ensuring minimum social protection and a level playing-field
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against unfair competition, while blocking a possible down-

ward spiral in basic labour standards. And it could pave the

way towards a transnational industrial-relations framework.

Emerging efforts

Yet CBSD requires strong structures of collective representa-

tion and voice. And efforts are emerging to organise platform

workers, with the support of trade unions or through new

collective organisations. The ratio of membership in any form

of workers’ organisation is of course much smaller than in

traditional industries, where organising grew over decades—

but there is something on which to build.

On the other side of the table, however, the situation appears

more complex. There are very few if any collective organisa-

tions representing platforms and none would claim to be an

‘employer organisation’—as platforms, in their vast majority,

do not present themselves as typical employers at all, but

rather as ‘intermediaries’. And there are no indications digital

labour platforms are likely to join established employers’

associations in the near future or opt for representation

through them.

The status quo is likely to change though, under certain condi-

tions. Elsewhere awareness of a need to conduct social

dialogue—and reach tangible, bipartite, cross-border agree-

ments—has largely relied on interconnected factors or incen-

tives which could also be important for CBSD involving

digital labour platforms.
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Pressure from ‘within’, for instance, can play a role in

workers organising, mobilising and protesting, on the one

side, meeting a responsible corporate culture combined with

a wish to prevent competitors from freeriding on the other.

Pressure from ‘outside’ can stem from public awareness of the

suboptimal working conditions of platform workers (on the

increase due to the pandemic) and an emerging, mandatory,

‘due diligence’ regulation targeting global supply chains (into

which crowdwork platforms may be drawn) in some

European countries and the European Union.

These pressures could incentivise all sides to enter dialogue.

The ‘shadow of public regulation’ has often been crucial to

compel actors to join social dialogue. A proactive approach by

governments and traditional social-partner organisations

could prove essential.

Four themes

The specific issues to be dealt with through negotiations,

consultations or exchange of information between global

social partners would of course be up to the partners them-

selves. Drawing on the few examples of stakeholder consul-

tations on platform work—such as the German

‘crowdsourcing code of conduct’ or the British ‘Fairwork

principles for online work’—one can nevertheless identify at

least four priorities:

pay and working conditions, as well as data

protection and privacy;

transparent and fair contracts;
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social protection, such as paid sick leave and

pensions, and

freedom of association, worker representation and

labour-management consultation.

Of course, this list is not exhaustive—but it would be enough

to kickstart social dialogue.

In its 2019 centenary year a fresh mandate was given to the

ILO, on enhancing the contribution of cross-border social

dialogue to the promotion of decent work, in an increasingly

interconnected world of work. While for now there may be

reticence, notably on behalf of some states and employers, to

go down the route of international regulation of labour plat-

forms, CBSD in the crowdwork industry could prove a cred-

ible pathway towards better working conditions and fairer

terms of co-operation between platforms (and their clients)

and crowdworkers.

This could lead to more ambitious global social regulation,

more responsive to the needs of societies and economies in

the 21st century.

Thorben Albrecht is policy director of IG Metall, Germany's

largest trade union. He was a member of the Global Commis-

sion on the Future of Work established by the International

Labour Organization. As a state secretary at the German

Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs from 2014 to

2018, he launched the ‘Work 4.0’ dialogue on shaping quality

jobs in the digital age.
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Dr Kostas Papadakis is a senior specialist in the Governance

and Tripartism Department of the ILO, focusing on national

and cross-border social dialogue and industrial relations,

participatory governance and corporate social responsibility.

Dr Maria Mexi is affiliated with the Graduate Institute—

Albert Hirschman Centre of Democracy and the United
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8

THE PLATFORM ECONOMY—TIME FOR
DECENT ‘DIGIWORK’

MARIA MEXI

When the platform economy launched a decade ago, propo-

nents claimed it would revolutionise the world of work. Opti-

mistic expectations proved febrile, however, as positive

stories have not taken off. On the contrary, the companies at

its heart face severe criticism over inadequate employment

protections (unfair work), freeriding on conventional busi-

nesses (unfair competition) and inadequate consumer protec-

tion. A big reset is necessary, as the balance has tipped too far

in the platforms’ direction.

People choose such work because they value more freedom

and autonomy, digital platforms say. Yet there is strong

evidence that freedom and autonomy do not always reach

their apogee there. Excessive surveillance through algo-

rithmic controls, combined with reduced bargaining power,

effectively undermines the freedom the firms tout and their

workers desire.

This power imbalance is also manifest in the arbitrary way

platforms act to build profit on data generated by workers for



free. The companies need to manifest a compelling vision of

data justice, providing fair compensation and workers’

control of the terms of their engagement with data.

Fundamental imbalances

Core to these fundamental imbalances are freeriding mind-

sets, embedded deep within the platform economy.

Throughout the years, in markets across the globe, platforms

have been benefiting from freeriding on the security provided

by conventional employment.

The pandemic has further exposed this dark side. During the

early lockdowns, digital platforms successfully externalised

responsibilities on to governments for financial support and

on to platform workers for their own protection. Some have

even increased surveillance of workers during the pandemic

—with the potential this will become ‘normalised’ in its

aftermath.

As certain platform-type practices degrade the norms that

define decent employment and responsible business conduct,

we need to look at where an economy dominated by an ever-

growing class of digital freeriders—and an underclass of inse-

cure ‘freelances’—will take us. We need public debate about

the limits of platform markets, reasoning together about the

right ways of embedding the platform economy in the digital

age, distilling what principles governing work we want to

protect rather than let perish.

Such an agenda of decent digiwork would engender a robust,

democratic dialogue about the moral foundations of the plat-
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form economy—with the primary goal a more equitable and

engaged society, which rebalances power in digital

workplaces.

Mutual interdependence

Securing decent work is above all a call for political action

and social activism, recognising our shared responsibilities

and mutual interdependence. As we report in a recent

International Labour Organization research brief on social-

dialogue outcomes reached globally during the early phase of

the pandemic, there has been only a vague focus on platform

workers and other groups particularly vulnerable to the

impacts of the Covid-19 crisis—such as women, migrants and

informal workers.

Yet vulnerability has no borders; nor has solidarity. As plat-

form workers’ precarity has grown during the pandemic, we

can no longer afford indifference to the many pariahs of the

digital economy. Nor can we consume platform services

without regard to effect. The evidence calls for new types of

vigilance, where institutions and citizens alike have a role to

play.

Mobilisation on the part of social partners—which have valu-

able, sector-specific knowledge—is also vital to level the play-

ing-field, by bringing pressure for more fine-tuned regulation

or by pushing digital platforms to come to the negotiation

table. This in turn makes it critical that we enable platform

workers to have a voice at work.
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Governments and international agencies also need to put in

place effective frameworks of due diligence on labour issues,

covering the platform economy, and support a formal role for

labour and civil society in these frameworks. In the case of

globalised crowdwork platforms, such arrangements can lead

to rebalancing power asymmetries in their cross-border oper-

ations. All these issues will soon be put on the table more

intensely, as telecommuting and virtual service delivery are

triggering an acceleration of the globalisation of services—in

which crowdwork platforms play an important role.

Pressing platforms to adopt voluntary codes of good conduct

is also important for addressing imbalances. In the long run

this could bring together existing initiatives in a broader and

coherent global framework, which could be actively endorsed

by organisations such as the ILO and the European Union.

While voluntary codes are no ‘silver bullet’ for fixing prob-

lems, they can have a more immediate impact than ‘hard’ law,

which tends to move more slowly.

Transparency and justice

The time has come also to embed transparency and justice in

labour markets and societies increasingly defined by data.

Workers’ demands for data compensation are likely to

become one of the most confrontational issues with platforms

in the years to come. New trade union strategies will be

needed to push forward a data-as-labour agenda, which

could enable ‘data labourers’ to organise and collectively

bargain with platforms. All this requires, on one hand, global
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trade union co-operation and, on the other, country-specific

action.

Today, as the platform economy evolves, governments world-

wide struggle to put in place far-reaching solutions, with

international and multilateral co-ordination weak. Consid-

ering the cross-border aspects and heterogeneity of platform

work and markets, a global observatory dedicated to the plat-

form economy could strengthen synergies and add policy

coherence.

Such an observatory could be entrusted with monitoring and

providing country-level support on such issues as working

conditions, algorithmic management and control, or cross-

border social-security co-ordination. It could be administered

by an existing international institution with a strong norma-

tive labour-standards agenda, such as the ILO.

One of the most worrying tendencies of our time is the diffu-

sion of the undesirable mindsets and attitudes that govern

most platform-type work and markets—by their very DNA

less equitable and inclusive—into other spheres of life,

devaluing the solidarity on which democratic citizenship

depends. There is no bigger challenge today than the need to

offset the risk of a platform economy gradually becoming a

‘platform society’. We can still reverse this but it will take a

lot of work—individual and collective.

An agenda of decent digiwork is as much about identifying

the agents of transformation as it is about articulating new

ideas. It is, above all else, about people and their aspirations

for a future of work which takes a big turn for the better.
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9

SHAPING THE FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY
AT WORK

ISABELLE SCHÖMANN

Democracy, as a fundamental value of the European Union,

provides the foundation for the trade union movement, with

solidarity its raison d’être.

Democracy at work is one of the cornerstones of the social-

market economy. Workers’ voices find expression in the exer-

cise of collective rights, in private and publicly owned

companies. Day after day, trade unions effectively exercise

those rights and defend the interests of workers.

Exploiting loopholes

Democracy at work cannot however be taken for granted. It

can only be considered consolidated as long as a majority of

actors respect and support democratic principles and the

exercise of democratic rights.

Democracy also relies on strong democratic institutions, to

adopt and review legislation, so as to guarantee the effet utile

of workers’ rights to information, consultation and participa-



tion. EU and national legislators should guarantee that

European law does not lead to de facto circumvention of

participation rights—as when businesses exploit loopholes in

the European Company directive or create letterbox

companies.

Lack of recognition of information, consultation and partici-

pation rights is a telling denial of democracy, not least in the

public sector. On this, the European social partners in central

government have negotiated an agreement, which should

find its way into EU law.

New company forms

Likewise, new company forms—especially in the digital

economy—should be regulated, so as to stop those business

models circumventing fiscal and social rules, and in partic-

ular workers’ participation. This is leading to in-work

poverty and precariousness, drastically affecting young

people and women.

Digitalisation has a profound impact not only on how people

work, their workloads and their health and safety at work. It

also brings with it new means of management and control,

and new forms of surveillance of workers’ behaviour and

performance. This should be addressed, so that trade unions

can defend workers’ rights to data protection and privacy.

All these attempts to minimise, sideline or evade workers’

rights clearly show that democracy at work is nowhere near

as widespread as it should be. They weaken trade union

structures and reduce the means available to workers and
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their representatives to defend and promote the interests of

the workforce effectively. It is therefore of utmost importance

to set standards within the EU.

Critical part

Democracy at work is not just nice to have—it is a must. It is

fundamental to the trade union movement. Strong trade

unions defend working people’s interests in Europe and the

ability of workers to express their demands collectively is a

critical part of the functioning of democracy at work.

For many, it is at the workplace that they experience the

support of their trade unions most directly, most visibly,

thanks to works councils and trade union delegations and

occupational health and safety committees. European works

councils and representatives on boards are the few places

where unions have influence at company level—all the more

important to counteract businesses’ short-term economic and

financial interests.

Why? Not only is democracy at work the prerequisite for a

wide range of positive outcomes for workers, business and

society. It also delivers, in good times as well as bad, and is

the foundation of social and economic cohesion.

Co-determination

The evidence clearly shows that those companies where

workers’ representation and participation rights were

respected, and effectively exercised, weathered the financial

and economic crisis of 2008-09 more successfully than compa-
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nies without co-determination. Democracy at work also

promotes better quality jobs and wellbeing at work, respect

for health and safety, higher wages, better working condi-

tions, more productive workers, higher labour-force partici-

pation and more innovative companies.

Democracy at work is in any event a fundamental right,

fostering more equal societies and more active and confident

citizens through greater worker involvement at the work-

place. Workers’ participation is the most powerful democratic

antidote to inequality.

And co-determination is not just a promising idea for the

future to help strengthen the presence of workers in corporate

governance. It is an instrument of collective control over the

disruptive and damaging impacts of globalisation, which is

already anchored in law in 18 of the 27 member states of

the EU.

Action urgent

It is the political and social responsibility of the EU and

member states firmly to address these issues. This is all the

more important during an unprecedented pandemic, when

working people and their families should be at the core of

political action. The European Trade Union Confederation,

together with the European Trade Union Federations, has

repeatedly alerted the EU and national institutions to the

need to act urgently.

The labour ministers’ statement at the last Council of the EU

meeting in October is a first step in the right direction. It is
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however not enough—words should be transformed into

actions.

Concretely, democracy at work should entail:

revision of the European Works Council directive, so

that workers and their representatives can be

informed and consulted effectively;

elaboration of a new EU framework for information,

consultation and participation of workers, so that

businesses do not use EU law to circumvent workers’

voices;  

anchoring board-level employee representation rights

in EU company law, so that democracy at work

becomes an essential element of sustainable corporate

governance and a prerequisite for companies to do

business and exercise freedom of establishment in the

EU, and

rendering access to public funds and public

procurement conditional on democracy at work.

Democracy at work needs much more than a mention of the

EU acquis in the European Pillar of Social Rights—failing to

identify any new, progressive course of action. The EU also

needs substantive inclusion of workers’ voices in the imple-

mentation of the pillar.

Autonomy and power

Far from weakening the need for democracy at work, the

pandemic has revealed that workers’ participation is
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extremely important in such critical situations, in mobilising

forces and resources for working people and their families to

maintain employment. In good times, meanwhile, workers’

participation substantially strengthens workers’ voices and

autonomy over their work, and their power over work

processes and their working environment.

It is a means to shape the company they work for, whether

publicly or privately owned, and the economy as a whole.

Fundamental rights cannot stop at the factory gate nor at the

office door. They cannot be secondary rights either.

More democracy at work is crucial for social and economic

cohesion. We should invest much more in making it happen,

now, and in shaping a responsible and sustainable future for

the people of Europe.

Isabelle Schömann was elected confederal secretary of the

European Trade Union Confederation at the 14th Congress in

Vienna in May 2019. From 2005 to 2016, she was a senior

researcher with the European Trade Union Institute in

Brussels.
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THE TRANSFORMATIVE IMPACT OF TECH
FIRMS’ TECHNOLOGIES

IVAN WILLIAMS JIMENEZ

There’s little doubt the adoption and integration of digital

technologies in the workplace have, in principle, great poten-

tial to make humankind safer. If we look at past waves of

technological advance, we can see how these have amelio-

rated health and safety and working conditions. There is also

growing evidence of the benefits of intelligence-led transfor-

mations in the world of work—when ethically implemented.

Robots are being deployed in environments dangerous for

workers and technological developments have put an end to

certain dangerous and demeaning jobs. Automated systems

and the ‘internet of things’ can improve workplace safety

with better prevention mechanisms, bringing reduced

injuries, as well as increased capacity for human creativity.

Robotics and artificial intelligence can alleviate repetitive and

stressful tasks which cause musculoskeletal disorders or

mental ill health.



Drastically accelerating

In this exciting context of work, employers are drastically

accelerating corporate strategies prioritising workplace

productivity and business performance and how, in that

context, these systems will operate in the future. At the same

time, there is increasing demand from the public and civil

society for better understanding of how the digitalisation of

workplaces will affect workers’ conditions and health and

safety.

Many of these fast-moving and highly competitive firms

preach the ‘our people are our most important asset’ narra-

tive. Yet when tech companies have addressed the transfor-

mative impact of technology in the workplace, ‘the people’

have not seemed to be at the centre of their strategic agenda.

Profit-making has remained the priority, leaving workers

behind. This needs to stop.

Under these circumstances, workplace safety is sacrificed to a

production-first mindset and the over-performance of

employees. Cutting-edge businesses have been found to keep

occupational injuries off the records and to misreport prac-

tices, making their due diligence look better than it should.

During the pandemic, tech companies have faced criticism for

keeping their workplaces fully operative while failing in their

duty of care to protect their staff from the risks of contagion.

Different picture

The actual picture is thus far different from the one initially

painted. Recent research suggested that physical workplace
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injury should fall as a result of more pervasive automation.

Platform workers were ‘sold’ an illusion of flexibility,

freedom and independence. The adoption of AI should have

improved the collection and analysis of information needed

to assess and manage workplace safety and health hazards

and ameliorated routines causing worker fatigue or psycho-

logical stress. Latest developments in people analytics are

capable of detecting patterns across workers’ data, which

could help monitor employees’ health and wellbeing. But the

benefits of investment in these technologies for the improve-

ment of working conditions are yet to be evidenced.

Investigations of the real effects of rapid digital disruption in

the workplace are holding companies accountable for the

negative impacts of technology developments:

A leaked Amazon memo revealed plans to hire

intelligence analysts to track attempts to organise its

workforce. The firm has heavily invested in the

automation and robotisation of its warehouses, to the

detriment of workers’ safety. Company records

obtained by Reveal from The Center for Investigative

Reporting showed work-related injuries were 50 per

cent higher at robotic facilities than in its

conventional warehouses. Robots have become an

efficient tool, but this has had a knock-on effect on

workers’ productivity expectation, work intensity and

pressure.

While the Tesla chief executive, Elon Musk, has

described automation as humanity’s ‘biggest

existential threat’, the company’s aggressive
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production projections are affecting working

conditions. Although there have been technology-

related improvements to safety practices, together

with incorporation of ergonomics principles into the

design phase, the firm is struggling with workplace

safety issues.

In 2017, it was reported that Barclays used a tracking

software, OccupEye, surreptitiously to monitor the

presence of its workers at their desks, impinging on

the privacy of staff and affecting their mental

wellbeing.

The incorporation of automation, AI systems and so on in

workplaces by technologically advanced companies is thus

coming under intense public scrutiny. Associated practices

have recently been exposed in American Factory, The Social

Dilemma and The Great Hack, documentaries which have only

scratched the surface of how world-leading tech firms have

the potential to produce profound transformations in the

global workforce.

It’s critical that organisations shift their business strategies

from a technology-centric work culture to one that puts

people at the centre. Corporations in the digital age need to

keep pace with requirements for public disclosure, stronger

due diligence and policies and practices for the governance of

AI. And before individual technology transformations are

deployed in a workplace, a safety assessment must be

performed.
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THE RIGHT TO SOCIALLY USEFUL WORK

KATE HOLMAN

Earlier this year, when the coronavirus started to spread, the

supply of hospital ventilators was at crisis point. Within

weeks, sectors as diverse as Formula 1 engineering and vac-

uum-cleaner and military-hardware manufacturers had

switched to turning out medical equipment. 

It did not escape notice that the speed of design and testing in

these industries could be applied to more beneficial products.

Yet why does it take a worldwide pandemic to encourage

socially useful activities?

The idea is not new. September 2020 saw the death of Mike

Cooley, the pioneering engineer and trade unionist who in

1976 led workers in the British aerospace industry to develop

the Lucas Plan. Confronted with the loss of thousands of

manufacturing jobs due to restructuring, they demanded the

right to socially useful production.

The plan—based on the skills, experience and needs of

workers and their communities—took a year to complete and



included market analyses and economic arguments, as well

as ideas for retraining and new management structures.

Redundancies waste society’s most precious asset—the skills,

ingenuity, enthusiasm, energy and creativity of workers. The

plan proposed more than 150 alternative products, including

wind turbines, heat pumps, hybrid cars, better braking

systems and kidney-dialysis and portable life-support

machines. It was ahead of its time, designing items to protect

the environment as well as people, and attracting attention

around the world. 

Role of new technology

Consideration of socially useful or satisfying work inevitably

impinges on digitalisation, new technologies and their impact

on ways of working. Karl Marx famously noted: ‘In the hand-

icrafts and manufacture, the workman [sic] makes use of a

tool, in the factory, the machine makes use of him.’ Well

before contemporary innovations in automation and digitali-

sation, workers were already experiencing alienation. 

Of course, it is not technology per se that is the problem but

the way it is developed and applied, for example largely

excluding women from design decisions. Rather than

enabling the soul-destroying deskilling of labour, it could

allow people more time for constructive activities. Rather

than furthering the never-ending pursuit of ‘growth’, it could

be dedicated to socially useful ends.

Marx also said that what distinguished the worst of architects

from the best of bees was the capacity to imagine. And
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Cooley outlined two alternatives: either human beings will be

reduced to working like bees under the systems imposed on

them, or they will be the architects of new advances in human

creativity, freedom of choice and expression.

‘It is not only factory workers who may experience alienation.

Whenever workers are in a position in which [they] … cannot

control the uses to which their work is put, they are alienat-

ed,’ argued John Graves in Liberating Technology. ‘People’s

sense of life, of fulfilment and of purpose … can derive only

from doing work with a definite objective, in a given social

context, involving certain human interactions of relationships

and having a certain value.’ 

Such value can be found in unexpected places. Interviewing

steel workers in Britain in the 1970s, Polly Toynbee found

they were proud of their furnaces, however unpleasant and

dangerous, because they believed steel was a vital resource

and their work mattered. The same applied at one time to

coalmining. 

Trade unions’ demand for ‘quality jobs’ implies not only

decent pay and good working conditions but also job satisfac-

tion. But can job satisfaction be equated with socially useful

work? The notions of respect for people and the environment,

work-life balance, freedom of choice, creativity and a sense of

purpose should be central to both. 

This requires a re-evaluation of many tasks, especially of

women’s traditional caring work and the fulfilment it offers

at home and professionally. One striking aspect of the coron-

avirus crisis has been the dedication of care workers—invari-

ably women—in residential homes, often at the expense of
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their own safety. The many examples of carers self-isolating at

work—cutting themselves off from their own families for

weeks—to protect elderly residents, go beyond professional

obligations. We have seen carers in tears after the deaths of

individuals to whom they had grown close. Prioritising

socially useful work means a fundamental reassessment of

the value of jobs that have always been low-paid and low-

status.

At the same time, climate-conscious young people are

increasingly demanding jobs that avoid further environ-

mental damage and offer them a sustainable future. 

How to do it

Enabling workers to take more control—to be architects

instead of bees—would make work more satisfying and more

ethical. Work organisation in companies, from online plat-

forms to production lines, is largely designed for the conve-

nience and profit of employers. Greater worker influence

could help to generate human-centred design choices, as well

as eroding the barriers between high-skilled employees and

those carrying out low-paid and tedious tasks. Inevitably,

some jobs—however socially useful—are likely to be boring

and arduous. It is the organisation and control of such work

that makes the difference.

The best way to strengthen workers’ voices is through trade

union organisation. Existing systems for worker participation,

such as European Works Councils and seats on corporate

boards, offer an initial step forward. 
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But sometimes direct action is necessary. Following the mili-

tary coup in Chile in 1973, employees at the Rolls Royce plant

in East Kilbride, Scotland, discovered that engines from their

factory were going to the dictatorship. They refused to work

on them. During a period of four years, they managed to

ground half of Chile’s air force. 

Other options include workers’ co-operatives and social

enterprises, which are increasing in number and range of

activities across Europe. Recent EU research finds tens of

thousands operating in Belgium, France, Germany and Italy.

Back to the future

Accounts of the Lucas Plan experience tend to view it as a

product of the 1970s—a time of real hope of social progress.

Yet the desire to dedicate one’s labour to something worth-

while remains more relevant than ever in the context of

Covid-19 and continues to inspire new initiatives.

As the 2020 travel lockdown started to affect the aviation

industry, in the first three months of the pandemic Airbus

suffered a 55 per cent drop in year-on-year revenues and

predicted the loss of 15,000 jobs. At its headquarters in

Toulouse, 3,400 workers—many of whom had been with the

company for decades—were threatened with redundancy. 

In response, l’Atécopol, a collective of more than 100 local

scientists and researchers, put forward its own proposal.

Recognising the lack of certainty about the aviation industry’s

recovery, coupled with the damage it inflicts on the environ-

ment, the plan foresees no return to business as usual. ‘That is
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why we believe that it is high time to open a difficult but

clear-headed debate on the reconversion of the sector and

your companies.’ 

It calls for a public-service objective, to prioritise the common

good, like health services and public transport. ‘Responding

to the essential needs of our population, far from market

injunctions and imperatives linked to economic growth and

international competition, would make sense, for you and for

our society,’ it concludes.

The pandemic has forced society to stop and reflect on what

is really needed for the health and wellbeing of all. Guns or

ventilators? This opportunity to step up the demand for

socially useful work must not be missed.

Kate Holman is a freelance journalist based in Brussels and an

editor and writer at the European Trade Union Confedera-

tion. The views expressed in this article are her own.
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A HUMAN-CENTRED APPROACH TO THE
FUTURE OF WORK: TIME TO WALK

THE WALK

THORBEN ALBRECHT

Last year the International Labour Organization adopted its

‘Centenary Declaration on the Future of Work‘ to face into the

organisation’s second century. Now—one year and a severe

crisis later—it is time to review the declaration and, even

more importantly, move from declarations to action.

The declaration was based on a report from an independent

Global Commission on the Future of Work. But while the

report suggested concrete steps actively to shape the future of

work, the official ILO declaration merely adopted some head-

lines and buzzwords. It fell short of taking on the active poli-

cies advanced to secure the proclaimed ‘human-centred

approach to the future of work, which puts workers’ rights

and the needs, aspirations and rights of all people at the heart

of economic, social and environmental policies’.



More urgent

But active policies are even more urgent, since we have

witnessed during the Covid-19 crisis a boost in the use

of digital technologies. We have seen the opportunities of

these technologies, but also how dependent we are on

monopolistic platforms—and how vulnerable are those who

keep these platforms running every day. We are aware that a

number of jobs lost in the crisis will not return in a recovery

but rather be displaced by technology.

We have seen how important good public services are and we

have all applauded the care workers, especially in health,

who have held up humanity and saved human lives—

often risking their own. But will there be long-term apprecia-

tion of care and investment in it, including better wages and

working conditions for care workers?

The vulnerability of informal workers has become visible,

especially in the global south. But do we really expect better

social protection after the crisis? Or measures which ensure

that new forms of informal labour, such as on the fast-grow-

ing labour platforms, are regulated to protect those working

there?

Global supply chains—already under pressure from the

unilateral power politics of the largest global economies—

have shown too their limits in the crisis. But will they be re-

designed so that sustainability, as well as human and work-

ers’ rights, becomes an important factor?

The current health crisis and the economic crisis which has

followed will speed up transformations already under way,
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especially the digitalisation and decarbonisation of our

economies—and maybe deglobalisation too. Only if active

policies to protect workers in these transitions are effected by

governments and multilateral organisations can a just transi-

tion towards a human-centred future for work be possible.

The 2019 report from the global commission provides impor-

tant ideas as to what these policies could look like.

Investment priorities

The report urged governments to invest in the care economy,

the green economy and rural economies. It called on them to

supply high-quality physical, digital and social infrastruc-

tures, as a prerequisite for the transformation of our

economies to promote decent and sustainable work. Now that

governments and multilateral organisations are having to

invest huge sums to foster a recovery, these priorities could

guide them. And the promotion of social dialogue—also a

key element of the commission’s recommendations—could

make sure that recovery measures benefit both the economy

and the wider society.

The report also called for a transformative and measurable

agenda for gender equality, including public policies to foster

the sharing of unpaid work. This seems even more urgent

now, since we have witnessed a backlash on gender equality

and women’s share of unpaid work is increasing. 

The same is true of the commission’s plea for universal enti-

tlement to lifelong learning, helping workers and the unem-

ployed to reskill, upskill and acquire new skills through an

appropriately financed learning ecosystem. Against the back-
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ground of soaring unemployment and the ever-faster applica-

tion of new technologies, financing the (re)qualification of

unemployed and workers vulnerable to technological change

needs to be part of any recovery scheme.

With the growing use of artificial intelligence at workplaces

and the increasing power of labour platforms, harnessing and

managing technology for decent work should also be a prior-

ity. The commission’s recommendations included a ‘human-

in-command’ approach to AI and an international governance

system for digital labour platforms, to ensure certain

minimum rights and protections.

Also, the report called for a ‘universal labour guarantee’ to

secure fundamental workers’ rights, an adequate living wage

and safe and healthy workplaces, regardless of contractual

arrangements or employment status. This could be an answer

to the vulnerability of non-standard forms of work which

has become apparent in the Covid-19 crisis, as has the impor-

tance of safe and healthy workplaces.

The same is true for social protection, as we have witnessed

the cost of insufficient welfare systems—including the loss of

human life—during the pandemic. An adequate, universal

social-protection floor, complemented by contributory social-

insurance schemes providing increased protection, must be a

priority for governments in the aftermath of the crisis.

International co-operation

All these policies should steer not only governments but

multilateral institutions as well. The ILO has provided impor-
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tant guidance through global, regional, sectoral and thematic

recommendations during the crisis. A human-centred, post-

crisis, growth and development agenda depends even more

on coherence across policy areas and national boundaries.

International co-operation remains crucial in reacting to the

crisis and for recovery measures.

Against this background, it would be helpful to reactivate the

global commission or find other ways to develop a post-

pandemic agenda for the future of work, with concrete

measures to secure a just transition. It is even more important

now than a year ago to walk the walk and put this agenda,

and associated measures, into practice.

Thorben Albrecht is an internationally acknowledged expert

on the future of work. He was a member of the Global

Commission on the Future of Work established by the ILO.

As a state secretary at the German Federal Ministry of Labour

and Social Affairs from 2014 to 2018, he launched the ‘Work

4.0’ dialogue on shaping quality jobs in the digital age.
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MIND THE GAP

OLIVER SUCHY

Since we have come to live with the coronavirus around the

globe, ‘digital work’ has been enjoying an unprecedented

boom. To ensure social distance, we had to work in a kind of

isolation for months (and still have to or will have to again),

but it works. Thanks to digitalisation, we use more and more

tools to work, communicate and collaborate productively,

even from home. Yet realising the goal of ‘good mobile work’

depends closely on the labour-law framework and collective

agreements—including over working time, privacy and

surveillance and individual circumstances such as childcare. 

We are working on bridging this gap. And at least employers

have to admit now that flexible work, allowing employees

more self-determination, is successful and doesn’t ruin the

company. Prejudices regarding the motivation and work

discipline of ‘home-office’ workers have not been confirmed.

That’s the good message.



Turning the tables

But employers are already starting to turn the tables: compa-

nies are reducing office spaces, to create a ‘more distributed

workforce’—and to cut costs, because, as we know, work at

home works. But what does it mean for the future of office

work? Do employees have to work out of office because they

have lost the daily ‘hot-desking’? Shall we have to book a

ticket for the use of an office? And will the further availability

of working space or equipment for employees depend on

their performance—all monitored by artificial-intelligence

(AI) systems?

The nature of ‘mobile work’, including work at home as an

opportunity for self-determined flexible work, would then

change fundamentally. Under German labour and constitu-

tional law, it is not possible simply to transfer work to the

private rooms of employees. If employees work at home

regularly it has to be linked to certain provisions, to safeguard

occupational health and safety, which means additional

efforts on the part of employers. 

Employers are trying to prevent exactly this. They are

declaring ‘home office’ as mobile work—suggesting a new,

limitless freedom—to circumvent regulation.

Dealing with the digitalisation of work, we witness the power

of employers to set ‘the facts’, as we have known it for ages.

At the same time, technology is being used to change work,

and power, structures. And the coronavirus crisis seems to be

being exploited as an accelerator, to enforce employers’ or
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shareholders’ interests—particularly through job cuts via

automation and a new level of surveillance.

Massive job losses

On the one hand, many companies are obviously under pres-

sure due to the pandemic. So while the digital push can

engender new, collaborative forms of work, managers can use

the opportunities offered by digitalisation to cut jobs as far as

possible via automation. Trade unions and workers are

already facing massive job losses and job security is a high

priority in many areas. The pressure will likely only increase.

This scenario is linked to the new wave of AI systems at

workplaces. It’s no coincidence that there are initiatives such

as IBM’s ‘Human Friendly Automation’, demanding a higher

awareness of the impacts of AI in the workplace, especially

regarding the number and quality of jobs. ‘Change impact

plans’ to assess the consequences of AI systems for employ-

ees, as proposed in March by the German trade union confed-

eration, the DGB, are not mandatory but they should be—and

the sooner the better. 

While policy-makers focus on assistance systems and the

much-invoked human-centred design, corporate strategies

seems to have changed significantly. The assumption of

increasing risks to workers makes regulation all the more

necessary—for example, in relation to AI systems affecting

workers’ rights and job security—as proposed in the

European Commission White Paper on Artificial Intelligence. 
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The crisis shows in particular that a shift in the balance of

power at the expense of employees must be countered politi-

cally. This applies to the legal framework, especially

regarding co-determination and the negotiating position of

employees, works councils and unions.

Surveillance software

On the other hand, the upheaval caused by the pandemic has

been accompanied by increasing use of surveillance software.

Here we can witness a link to AI systems, too: the ‘spyware’

is not only being used to track or control employees but offers

opportunities to measure individual productivity and work-

ers’ behaviour. This form of ‘management by algorithm’

shows that new, remote-control systems are emerging.

Disguised as support for the workforce, it’s as if workers are

themselves being turned into machines. And while AI

systems provide an appearance of objectivity, this cannot be

verified appropriately due to the lack of transparency. If such

systems were to be established in the world of work on a

large scale, there would be far-reaching consequences in

terms of the balance of power, remuneration systems, occupa-

tional health and safety and so on. 

Of course, there are safeguards in data-protection law

(GDPR) and certain co-determination rights (in Germany),

although there are loopholes and gaps. But experience shows

companies tend to test the limits and often breach them.

Moreover, not all employees are protected by collective agree-

ments or works councils.
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This is not painting a future dystopia but the evidence of

today. Managers talk about a ‘new normal’ in the world of

work but this must not mean that appropriate regulation is no

longer required. German employers’ associations have been

calling for a softening of labour law for years—and are

exploiting the crisis to assert these claims from the last

century.

Appropriate framework

Policy-makers have to act and set out an appropriate frame-

work to foster good digital work by using technology. Here

we can see another gap, however—between the political

discourse and the reality created by business. The lively

debate on the use of AI at work is engendering much

dialogue but no tangible results, in terms of regulation to

resolve what are inevitably conflicting goals.

There is an urgent need for a modern framework for the work

of the future: fostering transparency and traceability of tech-

nology, bargaining on an equal footing, protecting privacy

adequately and empowering workers. In this context, addi-

tional training opportunities for employees should be

supported and publicly funded to a much greater extent. 

So far digitalisation has been a great promise on the political

stage. It would be a disaster if it turns out to be an empty one

—and the much-vaunted possibilities for self-determination

result in more insecurity, alienation and inequality.
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Oliver Suchy is head of the Digital Workplaces and Work-

place Reporting department of the German Trade Union

Confederation (DGB), with a focus on shaping artificial-intel-

ligence systems for good work.
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INDUSTRY 4.0: THE TRANSFORMATION
OF WORK?

HARTMUT HIRSCH-KREINSEN

It is widely believed that the new digital technologies are

opening up completely new potential applications, with

social and economic consequences no less than disruptive. In

the public debate, this is linked on the one hand to fears of

massive job losses, the discounting of qualifications and far-

reaching control over workers. On the other hand, digitalisa-

tion is envisaged as facilitating innovative work design and

decent working conditions, or ‘new work’.

This thesis cannot be fundamentally refuted. In a range of

sectors—information technology, software and various

service fields—digitalisation has been associated with

sustained, far-reaching, structural change for many years. But

this is by no means true of most sectors and work processes.

Very conservative

Contrary to expectations, as expressed especially in the

German-initiated ‘Industry 4.0’ discourse, evidence shows



that industrial production in particular has in recent years

seen only moderate innovation patterns and transformative

tendencies. Available empirical findings show this especially

for the large German manufacturing sector and the same can

be observed in many other European countries: the reality in

most companies remains technically and organisationally

very conservative.

Indeed, digitalisation in industrial production has up to now

been a path-dependent transformation of work processes. In

the vast majority of companies there is no lasting change in

work, nor are the much-discussed design options for ‘good

work’ really being used. 

Digitally-based process innovations in most companies

proceed mainly incrementally, closely bound to given techno-

logical, functional, organisational and economic exigencies.

While debate tends to focus on large, technologically ‘high-

end’ companies, in most average-size and especially smaller

firms digitalisation takes place only step-wise and within

limits. This is evident from statistical data on the spread of

digital technologies in German industry, as well from case

studies. 

Path dependency

The relationship between new and old technologies in

companies can be traced to the well-known mechanisms of

path dependency. As new systems are added, existing IT

solutions are optimised through regular updating with new

hard- and software, improved networks and increased data

availability. Meanwhile, existing processes undergo partial
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improvements and the elimination of ‘bottlenecks’, such as

unreliable onward data transfer or absent network capa-

bilities. 

These incremental steps are accompanied by a structurally

conservative approach to work processes: the dominant

organisational and work-related structures are largely

retained, despite the implementation of new digital technolo-

gies. At most they are changed by marginal modifications to

work procedures to accommodate the new technologies, and

then continually adjusted. 

An ongoing optimisation process, often in small steps, brings

increasing returns to firms, reinforcing the existing struc-

tures. Most companies thus retain well-established work

practices and job qualifications—radical change in estab-

lished practices in production areas has not yet been

discernible.

‘Piles of paperwork’

This can be illustrated by one small German logistics

company. It introduced a digital information system to get rid

of unwieldy ‘piles of paperwork’. To this end the company’s

forklift drivers and packing workers were to be supported by

new PCs or tablets, on which the next five to ten pending

orders were to be displayed, individually confirmed and

sequentially carried out by the driver. 

Recognisably, a certain freedom of decision enjoyed previ-

ously by these workers was thereby to be largely eliminated.

At the same time, however, the annoying disruptions and
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stress formerly resulting from information errors would also

be removed. 

Currently observed tendencies can thus be characterised as

simply the updating of work processes. This indicates a very

moderate pattern of technological and social innovation,

whereby companies, in the course of digitalisation, implement

new technologies and develop qualifications and competencies

only in proportional to existing plant and work organisational

forms and without substantially changing their structures. In

theoretical terms, in the sense of path dependency these trends

can be considered ‘small events’, bringing gradually increasing

returns through stepwise and moderate changes.

Coronavirus crisis

Perhaps, though, this pattern of path dependency could be

succeeded by fundamentally disruptive change in industrial

work and an implementation of innovative patterns of

‘decent work’? This question becomes germane in the context

of the coronavirus crisis. 

The current situation can be described, in the sense of the

Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci, as an interregnum—an

interim period in which old certainties become obsolete but

the new order is not yet really recognisable. This is especially

true of the future of work. 

A widespread opinion is that the pandemic will lead to a

surge in digitalisation, because the new technologies offer

solutions to the economic and social challenges the crisis
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presents. As we already know, digitised modes of communi-

cation are becoming more extensive and flexible working

between home and ‘workplace’ will probably gain in impor-

tance over the long term. 

Furthermore, the requirements of more flexible markets, new

service- and customer-orientated strategies, and faster tech-

nology changes—in the context of greater ecological demands

—are pushing companies to transcend previous technical and

organisational structures. In particular, change in long-estab-

lished forms of work becomes necessary because of their

inflexibility and/or limited capacity for innovation. New

solutions in work design, with a staff of highly skilled and

motivated employees—albeit very often reduced—will be

inevitable.

Technological prerequisites

Politics must however support these prospects for decent

work more sustainably than before. It should act as midwife

especially of innovative forms of work. It should make clear

that digitalisation establishes the foundational technological

prerequisites for this—that it can promote and not endanger

employment, and that new technologies can support and

guide work without deskilling it or restricting the autonomy

of employees. 

Examples of the successful transformation of work—as posi-

tive good practices—should be systematically disseminated

and made known. And politics should emphasise, more

explicitly than before, that decent, digitalised work is a funda-
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mental element for social cohesion, inclusion, participation

and self-realisation.

Hartmut Hirsch-Kreinsen is a former professor of economic

and industrial sociology at the TU Dortmund and currently a

senior research professor working on the digitisation of work

and industry 4.0, in close co-operation with the Social

Research Centre Dortmund.
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ENCLOSING THE MARKET

PHILIPP STAAB

With the Covid-19 pandemic, Big Tech finally attracted posi-

tive headlines again. Amazon secured the distribution of face-

masks, disinfectants and toilet paper. Alphabet’s

Verily established a virus-testing scheme in California. Apple

and Google together enforced a privacy-friendly solution for

national contact-tracing apps. 

This sounds like good news, yet these incidents not only

manifest Big Tech’s ever-growing infrastructural power but

also its appropriation of the ‘foundational economy’ of goods

and services critical to the daily reproduction of society. This

is the sphere, conventionally, of public goods—non-rival and

non-exclusive, delivered by public institutions rather than

private corporations.

What has happened in the course of the pandemic does not

however come as a surprise. If leading companies of digital

capitalism tap into the public domain it does not evoke bewil-

derment any more. A while ago, a manager of the German

public railway company, Deutsche Bahn, told me in all



sincerity he feared the large-scale involvement of Amazon.

The German automotive industry has been discussing such

scenarios, with reference to Google and others, for years.

Cashing in

The idea of an unstoppable expansion of Big Tech is basically

just the extension of everyday experience: an ever greater part

of our time awake is screen time, which we spend glued to

our smartphones. With every act of consumption there, we

participate in a world controlled by one of the leading

companies. 

If we search for products or news on Google, the company

cashes in on the producers of these goods through targeted

advertising. If we pay for something in Apple’s App Store,

the company retains 30 per cent of the turnover. If we buy

something on Amazon from a third-party supplier, the retail

giant demands its take. 

Other companies are increasingly imitating this logic. The

entire business model of the ‘gig economy’—the intermedia-

tion of formally independent activities via digital platforms—

is based on the same rent-seeking from market transactions.

The ride-sharing start-up Uber, for example, takes the typical

30 per cent of the turnover generated by drivers via its plat-

form. Established companies such as Daimler play the same

game with applications such as Free Now and this logic is

threatening to gain a foothold in the context of industrial plat-

forms as well.
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The profits generated in this manner are simply rents—

unproductive incomes. Once the digital infrastructures of the

platforms have been set up, the costs incurred for further

development, maintenance and expansion no longer bear any

relationship to the profits: it costs Facebook practically

nothing if a new user registers on the platform but every

extra user generates additional profits. This non-correlation

has made the platforms the darlings of investors worldwide.

Paradigm of transformation

Despite being the cause of resentment in some sectors (the

taxi industry in protest against Uber and the like), this logic is

increasingly the paradigm of transformation of late industrial

capitalism. Companies such as Google, Apple or Amazon are

not sufficiently understood as digital marketplaces. Via the

progressive integration of new product categories and third-

party suppliers, as well as via aggressive acquisitions, these

companies are in fact appropriating the markets they serve. 

Take Google: the company has relied on ever-increasing

variety within its product range to integrate users into its

network. The search engine was complemented—partly via

company purchases—by the map service, the free email

account, the social network Google+ (now discontinued),

cloud storage and numerous other applications. A milestone

was the purchase of Android Inc (2005), with the presentation

of the first Android operating system for mobile devices

(2008) as well as the associated App Store. 

Today, Android has a global market share of around 80 per

cent of smartphones. The operating system and the App Store
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serve as the basis for various in-house services, but above all

as a place where an ever-growing number of third-party

providers launch their own products. This is a market for a

constantly and systematically expanding product range.

On the demand side, the meta-platforms rely on different

strategies to lock in consumers. On the one hand, their own

systems are continuously optimised for maximum conve-

nience, to reduce the need to switch to another system. On the

other hand, they make it as difficult as possible for users to

use certain services outside their own ecosystem. 

From this perspective, the widely-admired new business

models of the internet giants turn out to be a programme for

the appropriation of markets. The leading companies of the

commercial internet do not really operate in markets:

they are these markets.

Forms of control

Compared with the classic, producer monopolies, primarily

blamed by economic theory for consumer-damaging price-

fixing, this power of market appropriation materialises in

four distinguishable forms of control. The often-

criticised information control, through Big Tech surveillance, is

only the first step. The control of access, prices and perfor-

mance comes on top. 

Regarding the producers, platform companies have the

power to decide which competitors they want to allow in or

keep out. On the consumer side, they can control who gets to

see which offers at which prices (access control). 
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This creates a separate field of business, algorithmic pricing,

and enables the platforms to pursue a lucrative strategy

of price control. In contrast however to what is expected by

monopoly theory, this has so far worked to the advantage of

consumers—not at their expense—because the power over

the supply side enables market owners to optimise competi-

tion between market participants in the service of their own

profits. 

In addition, there is performance control—the ability of market

owners to dictate the conditions under which producers

provide their services. In the end these strategies are aimed

primarily at the producers. It is with them—not consumers—

who really feel the market owners power.

Source of inequality

Thinking this development through exposes Big Tech as a

source of social inequality. The leading companies of digital

capitalism offer the blueprint for the transformation of our

economy and welfare system. Their key business innovation

is proprietary markets, with the help of which they extract

rents from the economic cycle. 

The tributes producers pay the market owners are hardly

taxed and pile up in gigantic cash reserves, where they aren’t

available for distribution in wages. 

So far, this has steered activities of political regulation in

several arenas towards anti-trust legislation. While this could

proof useful for taming Big Tech’s power in the short run, the

political lessons to learn in the end might be quite different.
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In the context of the ‘double crisis’ of capitalism, economic

and ecological, without deep interventions in markets a social

and environmental transition has little chance of working out.

Neoliberal market design alone won’t do. 

Big Tech presents the template for a deep and efficient gover-

nance of markets. We need to think about using it not for the

sake of rent-seeking but to achieve democratically agreed

goals.

Philipp Staab is professor of the sociology of the future of

work at Humboldt University Berlin and Einstein Center

Digital Future. His work covers issues of technology, labour,

political economy and social inequality.
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WORKERS’ RIGHTS: NEGOTIATING AND
CO-GOVERNING DIGITAL SYSTEMS

AT WORK

CHRISTINA COLCLOUGH

Covid-19 has all too clearly shown how digital tools have

become an integral part of work—be they used for online

meetings or for the increasing surveillance and monitoring of

workers at home or in the workplace. Indeed, as businesses

try to mitigate the risks and get employees to come back to

the workplace, they are introducing a vast array of

applications and wearables.

In many cases, employees are left to accept these new

surveillance technologies or risk losing their jobs. Covid-19

has thus expanded a power divide which was already grow-

ing, allowing the owners and managers of these technologies

to extract, and capitalise upon, more and more data from

workers.

Strong union responses are immediately required to balance

out this power asymmetry and safeguard workers’ privacy

and human rights. Improvements to collective agreements as

well as to regulatory environments are urgently needed. Co-



ordinated action is needed to defend workers’ rights to shape

their working lives, free from the oppression of opaque algo-

rithms and predictive analyses conducted by known and

unknown firms.

The acclaimed author of The Age of Surveillance Capitalism,

Shoshana Zuboff, is adamant we should make the trading of

human futures illegal. Our politicians should act to do. In the

meantime unions should immediately engage to limit the

threats to workers’ rights, by negotiating the various phases

of what I call the ‘data lifecycle at work’ and securing co-

governance of data-generating and data-driven algorithmic

systems. Wider adoption of such gains can be advanced

through improvements to regulation.

Data lifecycle

The figure below depicts the data lifecycle at work. Some of

the demands under each of the four stages, though far from

all, are covered for workers in Europe’s General Data Protec-

tion Regulation zone. For workers in most other jurisdictions,

these rights—if negotiated—would be new.
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The data-collection phase covers internal and external collec-

tion tools, the sources of the data, whether shop stewards and

workers have been informed about the intended tools and

whether they have the right to rebut or reject them. Much

data extraction is hidden from the worker (or citizen) and

management must be held accountable.

In the GDPR area, companies are obliged to conduct impact

assessments (DPIAs) on the introduction of new technology

likely to involve a high risk to others’ information. They are

also obliged to consult the workers. Yet very few unions have

access to, or even know about, these assessments—unions

should claim their rights to be party to them.

In the data-analyses phase, until trading in human futures is

banned, unions must cover the regulatory gaps which have

been identified—namely the lack of rights with regard to the

inferences (the profiles, the statistical probabilities) drawn

from algorithmic systems. Workers should have greater

insight into, and access to, these inferences and rights to

rectify, block or even delete them.

Such inferences can be used to determine an optimal sched-

uling, wages (if linked to performance metrics) or, in human

resources, whom to hire, promote or fire. They can be used to

predict behaviour based on historic patterns, emotional

and/or activity data. Access to the inferences is key to the

empowerment of workers and indeed to human rights.

Without these rights, there will be few checks and balances on

management’s use of algorithmic systems or on data-gener-

ated discrimination and bias.
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The data-storage phase is important but will become more so

if e-commerce negotiations on the ‘free flow of data’, within,

and on the fringes of, the World Trade Organization, are actu-

alised. This would entail data being moved across borders to

what we can expect would be areas of least privacy protec-

tion. They would then be used, sold, rebundled and sold

again in whatever way corporations saw fit.

The 2020 European Court of Justice ruling invalidating the

EU-US Privacy Shield can be seen as a slap in the face for

proponents of the unrestricted flow of data but the demand is

still on the table. If it were to be realised, and workers had not

secured much better data rights via national law or collective

agreements, their access to and control over these data would

be weaker still.

Unions must also be vigilant in the data off-boarding phase.

This refers to the deletion of data but also the sale and

transfer of data sets, with associated inferences and profiles,

to third parties. Unions should negotiate much better rights

to know what is being off-boarded and to whom, with scope

to object to or even block the process—this is hugely impor-

tant in light of the e-commerce trade negotiations. Equally,

unions should as a minimum have the right to request that

data sets and inferences are deleted when their original

purpose has been fulfilled, in line with the principle of data

minimisation recognised in the GDPR (article 5.1c).

Seat at the table

Negotiating these rights is intrinsically linked to the next vital

goal—mandatory co-governance of algorithmic systems at
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work. Many shop stewards are unaware of the systems in

place in their companies. But management too is often igno-

rant of their details and fails to understand their risks and

challenges, as well as potentials. To fulfil the European

Union’s push for human-in-command oversight, unions must

have a seat at the table in the governance of such systems.

The figure below depicts a co-governance model, which can

be adapted to particular national industrial-relations systems

and structures, such as a works council.

Shop stewards must be party to the ex-ante and, importantly,

the ex-post evaluations of an algorithmic system. Is it fulfilling

its purpose? Is it biased? If so, how can the parties mitigate

this bias? What are the negotiated trade-offs? Is the system in

compliance with laws and regulations? Both the predicted

and realised outcomes must be logged for future reference.

This model will serve to hold management accountable for

the use of algorithmic systems and the steps they will take to

reduce or, better, eradicate bias and discrimination.

The governance of algorithmic systems will require new

structures, union capacity-building and management trans-
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parency. Without such changes, the risk of adverse effects of

algorithmic systems, on workers’ rights and human rights, is

simply too large. Under the GDPR, workers already have

some rights which unions can utilise. In relation to the DPIAs

mentioned above, unions must demand a role in their prepa-

ration and periodic re-evaluation. No employer can assess

fairness unilaterally—what is fair for the employer is not

necessarily fair for the workers.

Further, unions can co-ordinate on behalf of their members a

Data Subject Access Request (DSAR), as stipulated in article

15. While the GDPR gives the individual these rights, there is

nothing stopping a union co-ordinating requests in a given

company. To fully benefit from such a coordinated approach,

they should have access to legal and data analyses experts.

(Note that inferences based on personal data are themselves

treated as personal data if they allow the person to be identi-

fied, and so GDPR rights apply.)

Trade unions, especially within the GDPR zone, have a range

of rights and tools to limit the threats to workers’ privacy and

human rights. These should be utilised and urgently priori-

tised to prevent the further commodification of workers.

Moving towards collective rights over, and co-regulation of,

algorithmic systems is an important step in maintaining the

power of unions. As the demand for digital tools to monitor

and survey workers continues to rise, unions simply cannot

afford not to give these issues utmost priority.
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Dr Christina J Colclough is an expert on the future of work

and the politics of digital technology. She has developed some

of the first global union policies on the governance of data

and artificial intelligence from the workers' perspective.
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ANTICIPATING THE COVID-19
RESTRUCTURING TSUNAMI

JUDITH KIRTON-DARLING AND ISABELLE
BARTHÈS

States which experience the power of nature, through

tsunamis, hurricanes and other devastating weather and

geological events, mostly have well-established warning and

safety strategies to anticipate the damage and limit the loss of

life. As trade union leaders representing Europe’s industrial

workers, we know the vital importance of anticipating

restructuring: if badly managed it can wreak damage, on

those who lose their jobs and on those who ‘survive’, lasting

for generations.

Yet Europe’s tools to anticipate economic change are woefully

inadequate—often limited to broad skills strategies. Just as

European leaders seem eventually to have learnt the lessons

of 2008-09, in terms of endorsing Keynesian capital invest-

ment, now they need to learn quickly the lessons for restruc-

turing posed by the pandemic.

Since its onset, but especially over recent weeks, we have

been sounding the klaxon to warn policy-makers and politi-



cians of the coming tide of company restructuring. It’s a

klaxon we have used before.

In January 2013, after three years of the devastating eurozone

crisis, the Spanish Socialist MEP Alejandro Cercas presented a

unique proposal to the plenary chamber in Strasbourg. Using

the new parliamentary right to initiate legislation (under

article 225 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European

Union), he advanced draft legislation on ‘Information and

consultation of workers, anticipation and management of

restructuring’. The aim was to minimise the social costs of

restructuring for workers and local and regional authorities.

The draft set out measures to anticipate change, ensuring the

sustainability of the company concerned and the employa-

bility of its workforce, recognising the need for detailed social

plans in cases of restructuring with clear roles for all stake-

holders (social partners and public authorities). It also targeted

business, as the costs of poorly managed restructuring—for

those made redundant as well as those remaining in the

company or workplace—have negative impacts on firms.

National and regional policy and legal frameworks in the EU

differ regarding the management of change, which tends to

increase inequalities between workers and create distortions

between companies. In that context, the Cercas initiative

aimed to establish a level European playing-field, by setting

minimum standards promoting a proactive and socially

responsible approach.

The Cercas report thus called for an EU legal framework,

relying on five key elements:
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strengthened rights to information, consultation and

participation for workers’ representatives / trade

unions, to ensure the long-term viability and

sustainability of European workplaces;

individual rights to training and the promotion of

negotiated training programmes (at company and

sectoral level);

long-term corporate strategic planning, taking into

account employment and skills needs;

social dialogue and collective bargaining to negotiate

fair solutions through tailor-made agreements, with

public authorities playing their part where necessary;

and

support mechanisms for workers who fall victim to

economic change, facilitating transition from one job

to another. 

Speaking ahead of the adoption of his report by the

European Parliament, Cercas said: ‘In these three years we

have lost two jobs for each of those created and we have

already lost 10 per cent of the industrial fabric of the

European Union. We must do something to make it better

and so that the despair that pervades millions of workers

today, in dozens of regions, in towns and industrial zones,

changes.’

Major announcements

The coming tsunami of restructuring will likely dwarf these

statistics. Already major announcements in the automotive

and aerospace sectors outstrip the past economic crisis; after
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the summer, the trickle-down effect will be felt through

supply-chains and regional economies.

The pandemic is accelerating existing structural changes in

many sectors, although in some these have been interrupted.

Either way, we are witnessing massive and simultaneous

sectoral restructuring across our economies—leaving us, as

Cercas said in 2013, with a choice between ‘civilisation and

barbarism’. The political consequences of the latter are diffi-

cult to gauge.

In a sad twist of fate, the architect of the 2013 draft legislation

(as of most EU legislation on information and consultation),

the European Commission labour lawyer Fernando Vasquez,

died at the beginning of the summer. He was a passionate

believer in social Europe. He worked with us ‘off the record’,

as we tried to mobilise support for the measures, against

internal commission inertia and employer opposition.

Ultimately the proposals were killed by those forces, despite a

significant parliamentary majority for the report. The failed

attempt silenced the debate on the need for a legal toolbox on

restructuring—for too long.

Real toolbox

Today we are increasingly hearing commission and employer

voices make the case for ‘managed transitions’ and Just Tran-

sition—these are pseudonyms for anticipating change. Rarely

is the link made to the need for a real toolbox to ensure that

transitions are smooth for individuals. While many compa-

nies learnt the importance of keeping their workforce close
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through the crisis in 2008-09—hence the corporate and wide-

spread public support for short-time working schemes—

Europe’s legal framework on economic restructuring is

fraying at the edges.

In several countries we have witnessed announcements to cut

thousands of jobs, without informing European and local

works councils—let alone giving them the possibility to

discuss alternatives with real decision-makers. We hear about

companies adopting Europe-wide cost-saving plans, with

major impacts on salaries and working conditions, without

engaging in discussions with trade unions at local and

transnational levels. Together with the European Trade Union

Confederation and other European union federations, we

have made the case to the commission that while existing

rights must be enforced that will not be enough—it wasn’t in

2008-09.

Perhaps now is the time to revisit the Cercas report before the

Covid-19 tsunami of restructuring cases drowns out our

warning klaxons. We need to anticipate economic change and

lift all those affected to safe ground—and quickly.
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